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We theoretically study the band structure and the electronic transport in the Weyl semimetal
nanowires in magnetic fields, and demonstrate that the interplay of the Fermi-arc surface states and
the bulk Landau levels plays a crucial role in the magnetotransport. We show that a magnetic field
perpendicular to the surface immediately hybridizes the counter-propagating surface modes into a
series of dispersionless 0th Landau levels, and it leads to a significant reduction of the traveling
modes and a rapid decay of the conductance. On the contrary, a magnetic field parallel to the wire
adds linearly-dispersed 0th Landau levels to the traveling modes and increases the conductance.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Weyl semimetal is a three dimensional electronic
system in condensed matter, which hosts the massless
chiral Fermions in the low-energy excitation.1–6 The en-
ergy spectrum of the Weyl semimetal is characterized by
topologically-protected band touching points called the
Weyl nodes, around which the energy bands linearly dis-
perse in all three directions. One of the most distinctive
features of the system is the coexistence of the topologi-
cal surface states and the bulk massless Fermion states.
The Fermi surface of the surface states always takes a
form of a finite segment terminated at the Weyl nodes,
and this is called Fermi arc.4 The existence of the Fermi
arc was experimentally verified in several materials by
the photoemission spectroscopy.7–13
It is intriguing to consider how the Fermi-arc surface
states contribute to the electronic transport. The exotic
transport properties of the Weyl semimetal intensively
studied in the previous works, represented by the chiral
anomaly effect14–27, are understood as intrinsic proper-
ties of the relativistic Weyl Fermions in the bulk states.
On the other hand, several works have focused on the di-
rect effects of the surface states on the various transport
phenomena.28–40 It was predicted that an open Fermi
arc gives rise to anomalous quantum oscillation in Weyl
semimetal thin film28–31, and it was observed in a re-
cent experiment for the Dirac semimetal Cd3As2,
39 which
has doubly degenerate Weyl-semimetal bands overlap-
ping in the momentum space. Concerning other topo-
logical systems, the surface-state transport was studied
for the nanowire of topological insulators, where the heli-
cal surface states give rise to the Aharanov-Bohm oscilla-
tion with non-trivial Berry phase.41–45 Similar magnetic
oscillation was also observed in the Dirac semimetal.46
In this paper, we theoretically study the magnetotrans-
port of Weyl semimetal nanowires, and demonstrate that
the interplay of the surface states and the bulk Landau
levels, which is a hallmark of the Weyl semimetal, makes
a significant impact on the electronic conductance. Here
we model a nanowire using a tight-binding lattice model,
FIG. 1: Schematics for the Weyl-semimetal wires which are
(a) perpendicular and (b) parallel to the Weyl-node splitting
direction (z direction). Arrows indicate the propagation of
the surface states. The case (a) is considered in this paper.
and consider a situation illustrated by Fig. 1(a), where
the topological surface states travel along the wire. We
then calculate the band structure and the electric con-
ductance under various magnetic field directions. We find
that B-field perpendicular to the surface states (B ‖ y)
immediately hybridizes the counter-propagating surface
modes on the opposite faces, leading to a rapid decay of
the conductance. In increasing the magnetics field, the
surface linear bands eventually cross over to a series of
dispersionless n = 0 Landau levels, causing a quantum
oscillation which is consistent with the slab geometry.28
If B-field is parallel to the wire (B ‖ x), on the other
hand, the dispersive n = 0 Landau levels are added to
conducting channels and the conductance increases.
II. MODEL AND FORMULATION
To describe the Weyl semimetal, we consider a 2 by 2
cubic-lattice Hamiltonian given by
H =2t[σx sinkxa+ σy sin kya+ σz cos kza
+ σz(2 − cos kxa− cos kya)] (1)
where σi (i = x, y, z) are the Pauli matrices, a is the
lattice constant, and t is the parameter for energy scale.
2The corresponding Schro¨dinger equation in the real space
becomes
(E/t)ψ(r) =
+ (−iσx − σz)ψ(r+ ax) + (iσx − σz)ψ(r− ax)
+ (−iσy − σz)ψ(r + ay) + (iσy − σz)ψ(r− ay)
+ σzψ(r+ az) + σzψ(r− az) + 4σzψ(r), (2)
where ai = a ei, ei is the unit vector in i(= x, y, z) di-
rection, and ψ(r) is the two-component wave function at
the lattice point r. The energy eigenvalues of Eq. (1) are
E =± 2t
{
sin2 kxa+ sin
2 kya
+ [cos kza+ (2 − cos kxa− cos kya)]2
}1/2
. (3)
The conduction and valence bands are touching at two
Weyl nodes at k± = (0, 0,±pi/(2a)). The Hamiltonian
near k± is approximated within the linear order by the
Weyl Hamiltonian,
H
(eff)
± = ~v(kxσx + kyσy ± kzσz), (4)
where ~v = 2ta, and (kx, ky, kz) is the relative wave vec-
tor measured from k±.
When we apply a magnetic field B to the system, the
matrix element from the site ri to rj in Eq. (2) acquires
the Peierls phase factor e−iφij
φij = − e
~
∫
rj
ri
A(r) · dr, (5)
whereA(r) is the vector potential giving B = ∇×A. For
a uniform B-field, B = (Bx, By, Bz), we set the gauge as
A = (Byz −Bzy, 0, Bxy) independently of x, so that the
eigen states can be labeled by the parallel momentum kx
along the wire. The magnetic-field amplitude is charac-
terized by the flux per unit cell,
φ =
Ba2
h/e
. (6)
We consider an infinitely long channel with rectangu-
lar cross section using this lattice model. Now Eq. (1)
is anisotropic in that the two Weyl nodes are split in
z direction. Accordingly, there are two distinct geome-
tries as shown in Fig. 1, where the wire is (a) perpen-
dicular or (b) parallel to z direction. The surface states
always appear on the faces parallel to z axis, on which
the surface electrons flow perpendicularly both to z and
the surface normal. In this paper, we consider the sit-
uation (a), where the surface current is parallel to the
wire, to investigate the magnetic field effect on the sur-
face state transport. In this geometry, the wire stretches
along x-direction, and has a rectangular cross section of
Ly × Lz. The wave function of the surface state spreads
on the faces perpendicular to the y-axis, and the associ-
ated electronic current flows to x-axis with the opposite
FIG. 2: Band structures of the lattice model Eq. (1) with
B = 0, for (a) periodic boundary condition with Ly = 20a,
(b) slab geometry with thickness Ly = 20a. and (c) wire
geometry with Ly = Lz = 20a. Linear bands crossing at
E = 0 are the surface-state bands.
directions on the opposite faces. The geometry (b) (not
considered here) corresponds to the situation in the re-
cent experiment for Cd3As2 microstructure.
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We calculate the two-terminal conductance of the wire
by assuming the chemical potentials µ1 and µ2 (µ1 > µ2)
at the left end (x = −∞) and right end (x = +∞) of the
wire, respectively. We neglect impurity effects and relax-
ation between the left-going and the right-going channels
by assuming the ballistic situation. The electric current
is then given by
I = −e
∫ µ1
µ2
dE
∑
n
∫
dkx
2pi
vn,kxθn,kxδ(E − En,kx), (7)
where En,kx is the dispersion of the n-th energy bands of
the wire, vn,kx = ∂En,kx/~∂kx is the band velocity, and
θn,kx = 1 and 0 for right-going states (vn,kx > 0) and left
going states (vn,kx < 0), respectively. Here we set µ1−µ2
to a finite but small value, 0.02t, to avoid the contribution
of the nearly-flat bands having exponentially small band
velocities. The conductance is given by G = I/(µ1 −
µ2)/(−e).
3III. BAND STRUCTURES AND
CONDUCTANCE
A. Zero magnetic field
In the finite-sized Weyl semimetal, the surface state
band appears between the Weyl nodes to make the Fermi
arc. Figures 2 present the band structures of the lattice
model Eq. (1), with (a) the periodic boundary condition
in y with period Ly = 20a, and (b) the closed boundary
condition (slab geometry) in y with thickness Ly = 20a.
In the latter, we see the surface bands spanning the region
between the Weyl nodes, and they linearly disperse in kx
while almost independent of kz.
If we take a wire geometry which is finite in both y
and z-direction, the surface bands in Fig. 2(b) are fur-
ther discretized in kz direction and form degenerate lin-
ear bands. Figure 2(c) plots the energy bands of the wire
with Ly = Lz = 20a. The linear bands crossing at E = 0
are the degenerate surface states, where the positive and
negative slopes are contributed from the surface states lo-
cated at y = Ly/2 and −Ly/2, respectively. The number
of the degenerate bands in each slope is approximately
written as
N0 ≈ k0
2pi/Lz
, (8)
where k0 = pi/a is the span between the Weyl nodes.
In the case of Fig. 2(b), we have N0 = 9. As we have
N0 left-going channels and N0 right-going channels, the
conductance in the ideal system is given by
G =
e2
h
N0. (9)
B. Perpendicular field (B ‖ y)
When a magnetic field is applied to the system, the sur-
face state bands are modified in different ways depending
on the field direction. We first consider B-field along y
axis, which is perpendicular to the surface states. Figure
3 shows the band structures of Ly = Lz = 20a in some
differentB-fields parallel to y. The amplitude of the mag-
netic field is specified by the flux per unit, φ. Once the
field is applied, we observe that the surface bands lift the
degeneracy, where the splitting width linearly increases
to B. Moreover, the surface states with opposite slopes
start to anticross each other, and eventually form a series
of equally-spaced flat bands in strong magnetic fields.
The splitting of the surface bands in a small B-field
can be explained using a simple analytics as follow-
ing. At B = 0, the surface bands labeled by differ-
ent kz’s are all degenerate and they have the identi-
cal dispersion E = ±~vkx. Under the vector potential
A = (Bz, 0, 0), the momentum operator in x direction
is shifted as kx → kx + eBz/~, and then the degener-
ate surface states, which are originally plain waves in
z-direction, are rearranged into the Wannier-like local-
ized states in z by mixing different kz ’s. These localized
states have different energies depending on the expecta-
tion value 〈z〉, so that the dispersion becomes
E ≈ ±~v
(
kx +
eB
~
〈z〉
)
. (10)
The split surface bands are schematically shown in Fig.
3(e). As 〈z〉 ranges from −Lz/2 to Lz/2, the broadening
width in kx direction is given by kb ∼ eBLz/~. The
spacing between the adjacent bands is given by ∆k =
kb/N0 ∼ 2pieB/(~k0). It gives a good estimation of the
band splitting in the numerical results.
The flat band formation in strong B fields is closely
related its peculiar wave function composed of the topo-
logical surface states and bulk Landau level. Figure 4 il-
lustrates the wave functions of the lowest positive energy
level at kx = 0 in different magnetic fields. In φ = 0.001,
it is nearly a linear combination of the left and right sur-
face states, while in stronger field φ = 0.05, we see a sig-
nificant wave amplitude inside the bulk in addition to the
surface amplitudes. The bulk part actually corresponds
to the n = 0 Landau level, of which wave function in z di-
rection is approximately given by e−(z−〈z〉)
2/(2l2B), where
lB =
√
~/(eB) = a/
√
2piφ is the magnetic length. The
hybrid states of surface modes and Landau level were also
reported in the previous works.5,28,30 In the present case,
the center coordinate 〈z〉 is linked to kx by the relation
〈z〉 = −kxl2B as in the usual Landau level, and therefore
a change in kx leads to a shift of the position in z. In
changing kx, the energy stays constant unless 〈z〉 reaches
the boundary at ±Lz/2, and that explains the flatness
of the energy band within a finite region. The k-space
length of the flat region is therefore given by Lz/l
2
B, and
it is equal to broadening width kb in Fig. 3(e) as it should
be. The condition for the formation of well-defined flat
bands is written as Lz ≫ lB. The flat bands at different
energies correspond to the different wave numbers in y
direction. This is viewed as quantization of the n = 0
Landau level in an infinite system, which linearly dis-
perses in the momentum parallel to B-field.
Figure 5 presents the energy spectra for different cross
sections at the same magnetic field φ = 0.002. When
comparing (a) (Ly, Lz) = (20a, 20a) and (b) (Ly, Lz) =
(20a, 40a), we see that the system with larger Lz has a
greater number of linear bands in accordance with Eq.
(8), and as a consequence the flat band region extends
in a wider range in k-space. In Lz →∞, the low-energy
spectrum is dominated by flat bands.
The flat-band formation dramatically influences the
electronic transport. In Fig. 6(a), we present the density
plot of the conductance of the wire with Ly = Lz = 20a
under B ‖ y, on the two-dimensional space of the mag-
netic flux φ (horizontal axis) and the carrier density ns
(vertical axis) relative to the Weyl point. At zero mag-
netic field, the conductance at low ns is mainly con-
4FIG. 3: (a-d) Band structures calculated for the wire of Ly = Lz = 20a, in B ‖ y with the amplitude of (a) φ = 0.001 (b) 0.005
(c) 0.01 and (d) 0.05. (e) Schematics for the surface band crossing in the weak field regime.
FIG. 4: Wave functions of the lowest positive energy state
at kx = 0 for Ly = Lz = 20a in B ‖ y with (a) φ = 0.001
and (b) 0.05. The areas of circles indicate the squared wave
amplitudes at the lattice points on the cross section.
tributed from the surface channels. If we increase φ at
fixed ns, i.e., move rightward on the horizontal line, the
conductance starts to dacay and oscillate after passing a
certain magnetic field. This is because the linear bands
of the left-going and right-going surface modes anticross
with each other to form the flat bands, and the number
of the channels significantly decreases leaving only a few
dispersive modes near the ends of the flat bands.
The critical B-field at which the conductance starts to
decay is estimated by the condition that the diamond-
shaped crossing region in Fig. 3(e) reaches the Fermi
level, i.e., Eb/2 > EF . The condition is rewritten as
B > (2pi)2
Ly
Lz
~
ek0
ns, (11)
or equivalently, φ > 2(Ly/Lz)nsa
3 in the present model.
The criterion is indicated by the diagonal dashed line in
Fig. 6(a). At ns = 0, in particular, the conductance fall
FIG. 5: Band structures calculated for different cross sections,
(a) (Ly, Lz) = (20a, 20a) and (b) (Ly , Lz) = (20a, 40a), in
B ‖ y with φ = 0.002.
takes place in an infinitesimal B-field because the band
anticrossing takes place right at the Fermi energy. We
also note that the slope of the dashed line against B is
proportional to the aspect ratio Lz/Ly. In the slab geom-
etry (Lz/Ly → ∞), therefore, the gradient of the slope
becomes infinite, so that the conductance immediately
falls at any ns once B-field is applied.
Fig. 6(b) shows the density map for the density of
states (DOS) at the Fermi level. We clearly see that
the discrete flat bands give rise to an oscillatory fea-
ture, which is consistent with the previous calculations
for the slab geometry28,30. The oscillation period is de-
termined by the number of electrons accomodated be-
5FIG. 6: Two-dimensional density maps of (a) conductance and (b) density of states at the Fermi level calculated for Ly = Lz =
20a with B ‖ y, on the space of the magnetic flux φ (horizontal axis) and the carrier density ns (vertical axis).
tween the adjacent gaps in the spectrum, which is given
by ∆ns = kb/(2pi/Lx)/(LxLyLz) = 1/(2pil
2
BLy). The
DOS peaks are therefore specified by
ns ≈ 1
2pil2BLy
(
n+
1
2
)
, n = 0,±1,±2, · · · , (12)
which is shown as dashed lines in Fig. 6(b). In changing
B-field with ns fixed, the peak appears periodically in
1/B as
1
Bn
=
e
h
1
nsLy
(
n+
1
2
)
. (13)
This is equivalent to the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillation
of the 2D metal with the electron area density n
(2D)
s =
nsLy. The magnetic oscillation period Eq. (13) is inde-
pendent of k0, unlike the spacing in the energy axis.
If we measure the transverse voltage between y =
±Ly/2, we should observe a Hall voltage proportional
to the electric current along the wire. Because the time-
reversal symmetry is broken in the present model, we
have the Hall effect already at B = 0, where the Hall
conductance is proportional to the number of surface
channels. When B-field is applied to y-direction, the
surface-mode hybridization immediately leads to a short
circuit of the counter propagating channels, and it should
be observed as a sharp drop of the Hall conductance.
C. Parallel fields (B ‖ x, z)
The magnetic field parallel to the surface state gives
rise to completely different effects. Figures 7(a) and (b)
show the band structures of Ly = Lz = 20a for several
B-fields parallel to x. The rightmost panel (c) plots the
magnetic field dependence of the energy levels at kx = 0.
In increasing B-field, we observe that the linear bands of
the surface states stay almost unchanged, while the mas-
sive bands of bulk states shift towards the zero energy,
and eventually merged into the cluster of linear bands.
This is actually understood as a result of formation of
the n = 0 Landau level: In the magnetic field parallel to
x direction, the n = 0 level gives a linear dispersion in
kx where the upslope and the downslope correspond to
the Landau levels of the different Weyl nodes. The sur-
face state itself is barely influenced by the B-field in x
direction, because the surface-localized wave function is
insensitive to magnetic flux parallel to the surface. Con-
sidering the extra degeneracy from the n = 0 Landau
levels, the total number of the channels traveling in each
single direction (+x or −x) is estimated as
N ∼ N0 + LyLz
2pil2B
. (14)
In increasing magnetic field, therefore, the conductance
G = (e2/h)N increases one by one every time a new
subband is populated. This property is clearly observed
in the two-dimensional density map of the conductance
6FIG. 7: Band structure of the wire of Ly = 20a, Lz = 20a
in B ‖ x with (a) φ = 0.01 (b) φ = 0.05. Rightmost panel
(c) plots the magnetic field dependence of the energy levels
at kx = 0.
FIG. 8: Two-dimensional density maps of conductance in
Ly = Lz = 20a with B ‖ x, on the space of the magnetic
flux φ (horizontal axis) and the carrier density ns (vertical
axis).
in Fig. 8, which is calculated for Ly = Lz = 20a and
B ‖ x.
In Fig. 7, we show the band structure in B-fields paral-
lel to z, which is another direction parallel to the surface
states. We see that the crossing point of the linear bands
gradually moves upward in increasing B. At B = 0,
the linear bands E = ±~vkx correspond to the surface
states localized at y = ±Ly/2, respectively. When the
FIG. 9: Band structure of the wire of Ly = 20a, Lz = 20a in
B ‖ z with (a) φ = 0.001 (b) φ = 0.01 (c)φ = 0.05.
B-field is on, the vector potential A = (−By, 0, 0) shifts
the wave number kx to kx−eBy/~, and then the positive
and negative slopes move horizontally in opposite direc-
tion as E = ±~v(kx − eB〈y〉/~) where 〈y〉 = ±Ly/2,
respectively. As a result, the crossing point moves ver-
tically to the positive energy direction. In Fig. 7, the
horizontal dashed (red) line indicates the Fermi energy
EF at ns = 0. In increasing B, EF goes up together with
the crossing point, and finally gets into the bunch of the
bulk bands. The number of channels stays constant un-
til that point, after which the bulk states dominate the
transport. In increasing φ, we also see that a flat region
is horizontally growing in each subband. This will even-
tually become a part of n = 0 Landau level in higher
magnetic field.
IV. CONCLUSION
We studied the energy spectrum and the electric con-
ductance of the Weyl semimetal wire in various magnetic-
field directions. In any cases studied here, the surface
states continuously change over n = 0 Landau levels as
increasing B-field, but in completely different fashions
depending on the field direction. In particular, the field
perpendicular to the surface state mixes up the counter-
propagating surface modes into flat bands of n = 0 Lan-
dau level. This leads to a significant reduction of the
number of the traveling modes, and causes an oscillatory
decay of the conductance. On the contrary, a magnetic
field parallel to the wire form linearly-dispersed n = 0
Landau level, and the conductance increases.
While the Fermi arc in the real Weyl semimetals is
generally more complicated than in the present model,
we expect that the conductance decay could be observed
by choosing appropriate directions of the wire and B-
field relative to the Fermi arc. The conditions for the
flat-band formation, Eq. (11), depends on the Fermi arc
length k0 and also on the aspect ratio Lz/Ly of the cross
7section. The critical B-field becomes smaller for larger
Lz/Ly, so a thin, ribbon-like geometry with Lz ≫ Ly
would be desirable to observe the effect. Here we com-
pletely neglected the disorder effect to focus on the effects
of the field-induced hybridization of the surface modes,
so the calculation is expected to be valid in the ballistic
regime in which the wire length is shorter than the scat-
tering mean free path. We expect that the surface mode
hybridization and the flat-band formation also influence
the transport in the diffusive regime, while the detailed
study on the impurity effects is left for future works.
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